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OffiDocs, the online Linux environment is a free cloud service to use desktop apps like LibreOffice and GIMP with a web
browser [3]

OffiDocs offers you a complete service so you can work in the cloud with your Linux desktop
apps. Thanks to this online platform, you can develop your projects from anywhere and at any
time just using your Internet browser.

SoftMaker Office 2018 for Linux reaches beta stage [4]

The German software developer, SoftMaker, has announced the public beta release of its
SoftMaker Office 2018 for Linux package. The Linux release comes hot on the heels of the
Windows version of the suite which launch just a few weeks ago. Users can expect a redesigned interface which allows users to work with classic menus or ribbons. The company
also touts seamless compatibility with Microsoft Office.

LibreOffice vs. WPS Office: Which Office Suite Should You Use on Linux [5]

LibreOffice and WPS Office are two common Microsoft Office alternatives for the Linux
platform. There has been several debates as to which of these is the better alternative to
Microsoft Office. The debates, surely, are not going to end anytime soon.
There is no definitive answer here! The choice between the two is completely dependent on
the user and the job at hand. LibreOffice and WPS Office both have their pros and cons. After
sharing some pros and cons of each office suite, you will be better informed to make your
choice should you get caught up in such a dilemma.
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